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The decisions do not unify in justice on the violence and coercion act with the 
purpose of illegal possession, which may be robbery, extortion, or kidnapping with 
asking for the property. The article mainly discusses on the violence and coercion 
means in robbery on the base of studying robbery and combining the true cases, which 
viewing from the angle of distinguishing among robbery, extortion and kidnapping 
with asking for the property. 
Chapter one is to discuss on the meaning of the violence and coercion act. Since 
the violence and coercion act is the means behavior of robbery, it must infringe the 
personal rights. The content of violence includes hit and compulsion. The object of 
violence includes property owner, property custodian or property holder, not including 
the thing. The content of coercion is to take violence on the spot. The object of 
coercion act and violence act as content of coercion includes property owner, property 
custodian or property holder. The violence and coercion act must be fierce enough to 
inhibit the victims’s resistance, which is determined by the nature of robbery. 
Otherwise, it can be only the means of extortion. The theory of objectivism is the 
standard to judge the degree of the violence and coercion act. There must be inner link 
between the violence and coercion act and the robbing act. 
Chapter two is to discuss on the meaning of on the spot and its significance on 
conviction. On the spot is the limit to time and space of the violence and coercion act. 
It can extense when and where the violence and coercion act lasts. To constitute 
robbery, not only the violence and coercion act and robbing act must be on the spot 
and aim to the same person, but also the violence and coercion act must be fierce 
enough to inhibit the victims’s resistance. In kidnapping with asking for the property, 
it also exsits the violence and coercion act on the spot and the extorting and robbing 
act on the spot .Comparing with robbery, the essential character of kidnapping with 
asking for the property is extorting the property from the third party with the hostage. 
Chapter three sums up the theoretic standards to distingushing among robbery, 
extortion and kidnapping with asking for the property, which concentrate on the object, 















standards to analyze the true cases comprehensively, which can help us understanding 
the significance of the violence and coercion act in distinguishing among robbery, 
extortion, and kidnapping with asking for the property in practice. 
The conclusion is that robbery, extortion and kidnapping with asking for the 
property all include the act which takes the violence and coercion means on the spot 
and robes the property on the spot .The main point to distinguish is the object and 
degree of the violence and coercion act. 
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第一章  抢劫罪中暴力与胁迫的涵义 
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案例 1、2002 年 1 月 11 日 23 时许，被告人杨保营、吴润鹏、李波驾车窜至
张店海燕歌舞厅门前，将田某劫持至车上，用宽胶带将田某的眼睛、双手缠住，
挟持于惠民县一旅馆内非法拘禁，向其索要钱物，持续至 13 日将田某挟持回其
住处从其存折中支取现金 5000 元后，将其释放。③ 
该案检察机关以涉嫌绑架罪起诉，一审以绑架罪定罪，二审以抢劫罪改判，
评析人与点评专家均认为应定抢劫罪。④ 
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